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OBESITY IS THE NUMBER ONE HEALTH CHALLENGE FOR KIDS AND TEENS TODAY. Kids and
teenagers are battling weight problems from alarmingly early ages. Obese kids and teenagers
face risk elements like cardiovascular disease, raised chlesterol and high blood circulation
pressure and are much more likely to develop pre-diabetes.version. You might have tried and
didn't help your child lose weight on crash diets and extreme exercise programs. The first thing
to understand is that: YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER WAS NOT BORN TO BE Unwanted fat YOU CAN
RESTORE YOUR CHILD'S METABOLISM TO A LIFETIME OF LEAN Like personal computers, our
bodies are in risk when planning on taking on the malware of processed food items, bad diet
plan and increasingly sedentary " The perfect solution is is to go back to our original,
evolutionary RESTORE POINT. lives. the aged fashioned Food Pyramid.by the end of the
tunnel.that turns back your child or teen' Your child' Lukash teaches you: How to create an
eternity template of healthy eating habits based on THE MEALS WHEEL vs. Also, they are more
likely to suffer from social and psychological issues like bullying and low self-esteem. THE
RESTORE POINT was compiled by Frederick N. Lukash, a pediatric cosmetic surgeon who handles
the aftermath of childhood weight problems everyday. In THE RESTORE POINT, Dr.factory fresh"
THE RESTORE Stage is a metabolic " Ways to get your son or daughter moving with simple,
inexpensive techniques that prepare the body for increasingly powerful degrees of fitness. How
eating evolved to make kids unwanted fat.s body to its first, healthy "s weight problems isn't
YOUR FAULT. Helicopter parents and tiger moms have fat kids, as well.virtual" This reserve of
simple principles was created designed for overweight kids, teenagers and their own families.
It’s easy-to-follow, basic suggestions have already helped kids and teens lose a huge selection
of pounds, healthfully and forever, planning them for STRONG, LEAN LIVING for the rest of their
lives.fix"
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Highly Recommend for just about any Overweight Kids/Teen and Parents of most children
Although I am not currently overweight, I struggled with my weight when I was younger and into
my teenage (quite common, probably, in america today, given the obesity epidemic). On a useful
note, Dr. I certainly engaged in a few pretty unhealthy procedures, that today, I understand I
never must have. Among the issues for me personally was that I did so have no good assets or
anyone I possibly could turn to that was knowledgeable on the subject and could give my sound
tips. Luckily, for today's teens, Dr. Lukash's new book is the exact source that one requires. It's
perfect for any children/teenagers who are fighting their fat and need guidance on how to lose
the fat (for good! With an unmatched down-to-earth, and easy-to-read approach, Dr. I also
recommend this reserve for parents of overweight children/teenagers, as parents can and really
should provide assistance and support with their children throughout this process, and this book
provides parents the data and tools they have to help their children safely and effectively. 4
weeks afterwards, we were already 10 pounds thinner, didn't need to nosh between meals and
had far more energy. Consequently, parents should even examine this when their children are
young and not overweight to prevent weight gain and obesity in their children because they
grow up.perfect for scanning and reinforcement of his program...to save your life! Dr. Lukash's
easy reading publication fast-tracks good health practices for everyone and should be needed
reading for all parents. supplies practical tools and great prosperity of knowledge in assisting
those battling weight issues . So, rather than be sorry, spend lots of time, money and tension
trying to correct what went wrong, the whole family should read this book and start by after its
simple straight-forward strategy. Lukash. Lukash clarifies the metabolic syndrome and its
implications. He debunks outdated ideas regarding the classic meals pyramid and introduces the
modern food wheel. He correctly advises that cosmetic surgery should be a last resort in
adolescents, mostly preventible by proper diet and workout and goes on to discuss surgical
treatments that may be indicated following extensive excess weight loss. I was never really sure
specifically how to lose weight or how exactly to maintain a healthy fat once my preferred
weight was accomplished. Lukash provides a very helpful recap of important factors within
shaded gray boxes... It's not too late. His guidance worked for us. Lukash has many years of
practice and knowledge in the health and body image sector and he really understands the
needs, items practical tools and great wealth of knowledge in helping those battling weight
issues and body image problems.This book is importantly, also effective in preventing with gain.
Don't overlook this book. A must-read for families. Having worked with Dr.. or those of the ones
you like. If we do not get it correct from the beginning, our kids will find yourself developing
unhealthy dietary and sedintary behaviors that endure the rest of their lives..Furthermore I
cannot think about a better coffee table or reference reserve which will stimulate thought
provoking conversation or creative ideas for taking in well ,incorporating fitness or just
maintaining a wholesome lifestyle. Dr Lukash is a giant in his field. Dr. Lukash is not only among
the top plastic material surgeons, he is kind, charitable and offers made a huge positive impact
in many lives of patients who would have suffered from disfigurement and difficult body image
issues. Excellent read! Lukash has a vast knowledge of health, diet, and proper ways to workout.
Dr. We produced a life-changing decision. This book may be the best tool for teenagers, adults
and households, in guiding them about correct nutrition, health and exercise modalities that are
easy to follow. Lukash captivates the audience as he manuals us with fact-filled, particular
suggestions for making it work. I would recommend that everyone purchase this book, its a must
have ! A great guidebook to eating healthy! This book is extremely well written and gives great
insight for children in addition to parents to help their children. Once I started reading this book,



I wa unable to put it down. Obesity is too common amongst children today. If every child read
this reserve they would figure out how to eat properly to avoid obesity and know how serious it
truly is. Unlike so many other books on this subject, you will examine it to the end, and, more
importantly, your teen will probably finish it as well. Lukash pointed out some very nice foods
and great methods to help people stay "lean. Not merely is he a fantastic plastic surgeon, he has
been coping with children and obesity throughout his entire career and the book is proof of how
much research he has done. Dr. It truly changes the way you view food looked after will help you
lose weight! Must read for parents I really enjoyed scanning this reserve and got thus much from
it." I learned so much from this publication for myself and believe any child or parents dealing
with overweight issues should read this reserve. Thank you Dr. Must reading for anybody
wanting to improve everyday health habits.!! Well written and easy to understand... As a retired
general public school teacher with over 30 years experience in the areas of wellness education
and diet I find this publication a valuable tool in assisting any parent or teen develop a lifetime
of good diet and exercise habits.. Cleaned out my cabinets and now have a whole brand-new
perspective on feeding my 3 year previous. Lukash! and look and feel better. Dr. Lukash has
expanded his repertoire with his book, The Restore Point.. Lukash for many years now, and today
also understanding the philosophy of wellness, diet and exercise assists illustrate the synergy
among these components. Using the metaphor of pc technology helps parents and children to
understand the importance--- and capability--of rebooting our systems.. Due to reading this
book, I have changed my diet plan, by changing a number of things, particular dairy intake, and
look and feel better. Thanks for doing this function, Dr. Lukash! Cleaned out my cabinets! Dr.
Doctor Lukash appears to have the kind of securely preemptive and complimentary approach to
cosmetic surgery that any potential patient would be fortunate to come across in a plastic
surgeon of his caliber. A great book for someone that is dropped in the dieting globe or does not
have any clue how to start eating healthy. Lukash is an professional in this field. This reserve is
crucial read for anyone with young children, it'll quickly and easily show you through the best
way to feed your kids and you may thank yourself later when planning on taking the time to read
it. Thank you Dr. Lukash for this gem! Fast jumpstart to enduring change What I like about this
publication is that it offers you all you need know and how to adopt it to your every day life in a
quick read. Dr. It creates such common sense out of complex issues, and will place you on a path
of changed behaviors that you'll embrace and enjoy for a lifetime. Period to get ourselves
healthy A thoughtful and realistic approach for weight loss. No matter how old you are and the
type of form you are in, this reserve offers easy to check out tips and approaches for a healthier,
as pleasing lifestyle. This extremely informed book provides a huge tome of understanding and
can be a refreshing and essential book for all those, at all ages. In addition I cannot think of a
better coffee desk or recipe shelf reference book that will . Excellent Read Another well-written
and informative guideline from Dr. Dr. Lose the refined foods, add low gylcemic foods and
increase your muscle tissue is a sure way to insure success. It may save your lives.... Thanks for
doing this work Dr. Lukash has done it again! Teenage COSMETIC SURGERY was great, with
apparent, practical and warm tips on so many amounts, and today The Restore Point gives us a
straight broader and more comprehensive method of everyday challenges that people all face.)
in a healthy manner. I love that's written and geared for teenagers, kids and family members. He
"gets it" and now gives it back again to us.
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